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Divergent Chapter Summary
If you ally dependence such a referred divergent chapter summary books that will offer you worth, get the very best seller from us currently from several preferred authors. If you want to comical books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more fictions collections are moreover launched, from best seller to
one of the most current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy every books collections divergent chapter summary that we will enormously offer. It is not more or less the costs. It's just about what you craving currently. This divergent chapter summary, as one of the most in force sellers here will agreed be accompanied by the
best options to review.
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Divergent Chapter Summary
Summary: Chapter 1. A young female narrator sits nervously in front of a mirror while her mother cuts her hair. Along with her sixteen-year-old peers, she is about to take an aptitude test to match her with one of society’s five factions. After the test, she will decide whether to stay in her current faction,
Abnegation, or leave it forever.
Divergent: Chapters 1 – 3 | SparkNotes
Chapter 1 While her mother cuts her hair, Beatrice Prior sneaks a curious peek at her reflection. In her world, individuals belong to one of five factions: Abnegation, Dauntless, Erudite, Amity, or...
Divergent Chapter Summaries - eNotes.com
Divergent Summary. Next. Chapter 1. The novel takes places in a futuristic version of Chicago, Illinois, in which the population has been split into five factions: Abnegation, Amity, Candor, Dauntless, and Erudite. Each faction has a different “persona” and a different role in the city. Abnegation people
are plain and modest, and go into governance; Amity people are kind and nurturing, and go into welfare; Candor people are honest, and make good lawyers; the Dauntless are brave, and work ...
Divergent by Veronica Roth Plot Summary | LitCharts
Summary. Chapter 1. Beatrice Prior's house only has one mirror, and it's hidden behind a sliding panel for all but a few days of the year, when she gets a haircut. As members of the Abnegation faction, her family values selflessness above all else. Dystopian Chicago, where Beatrice lives, is divided
into five factions, each of which represents one of the following five virtues: selflessness, peacefulness, honesty, intelligence, and bravery.
Divergent Chapters 1-3 Summary and Analysis | GradeSaver
Summary: Chapter 7. Four and Lauren separate the initiates into two groups. Those who were born in the Dauntless faction go with Lauren, and the nine transfers stay with Four. He introduces himself as their instructor, and when Christina mocks his name, he tells her to keep her mouth shut. He
then leads them into the Pit, a huge underground cavern.
Divergent: Chapters 7 – 9 | SparkNotes
Divergent Chapter 1 Summary Chapter one begins with the main character getting her dull, blond hair cut by her mother. We find out that she is only allowed to stand in front of a mirror once every three months while getting her haircut, but that she is part of a faction that frowns upon looking at
oneself in the mirror.
Divergent Chapter 1 - Chapter Summary - Book and Movie News
Divergent Fans The Factionless The Fandom.net Ficbookreviews Swoony Boys Podcast Sparkly Red Pen The Lemonade Stand What's Beyond Forks? The Attic Divergent Guide The Divergent Divergente Portugal Divergent Society Crazy About Theo James Divergents UK The Faction Four The
FANdemonium Network My Divergence Is Real Blog Saga Divergente Faction Fandom
Chapter Summaries | Divergent Lexicon
Divergent Summary. In a futuristic, dystopian Chicago, society is organized into five factions. Each faction places value solely on a specific virtue, which its members work to cultivate throughout their lives. There is Abnegation, which values selflessness, Amity, which values peace, Erudite, which
values knowledge, Candor, which values honesty, and Dauntless, which values bravery.
Divergent Summary | GradeSaver
Divergent Summary The super super short, Tweetable plot summary is: "Young woman in weird future leaves her family for exciting life, learns it's hard, and ruins villain's plan to destroy government." Huzzah. 130 characters—and they said it couldn't be done.
Divergent Summary | Shmoop
THERE IS ONE mirror in my house. It is behind a sliding panel in the hallway upstairs. Our faction allows me to stand in front of it on the second day of every third month, the day my mother cuts my hair. Watch Divergent 4: Ascendant (2017)
Divergent – Chapter One – Divergent series
Divergent Summary and Study Guide. Thanks for exploring this SuperSummary Study Guide of “Divergent” by Veronica Roth. A modern alternative to SparkNotes and CliffsNotes, SuperSummary offers high-quality study guides that feature detailed chapter summaries and analysis of major themes,
characters, quotes, and essay topics.
Divergent Summary and Study Guide | SuperSummary
Chapter 3. Themes and Colors Key. LitCharts assigns a color and icon to each theme in Divergent, which you can use to track the themes throughout the work. Identity, Choice, and Divergence. Strength, Selfishness, and Selflessness. Competition, Groups, and Rivalries. Fear, Bravery, and Maturity.
Women and Sexuality. Summary.
Divergent Chapter 2 Summary & Analysis | LitCharts
In a world where the population is divided into factions by personality types, Tris Prior (Shailene Woodley) is classified as Divergent. When she uncovers a conspiracy to eliminate all Divergents, she teams with the mysterious Four (Theo James) to find out what makes the powers-that-be so frightened
of them..
Divergent (2014) - Plot Summary - IMDb
Divergent Chapter 1 We start Divergent by meeting Beatrice Prior, who has no Nintendo and only one mirror in her house—and that mirror is... Beatrice was born into the Abnegation faction, and though her family—mom, dad, slightly older brother Caleb—totally rock... As a 16-year old, Beatrice will ...
Divergent Chapter 1 | Shmoop
This is a book by Veronica Roth that explores a dystopian theme based in Chicago. Beatrice Prior is the protagonist, just sixteen years old. In the dystopian Chicago, the population is divided into up to five factions namely; Abnegation, Amity, Candor, Dauntless and finally Erudite. Beatrice is from
Abnegation.
Divergent Short Summary - SummaryStory
Divergent (Chapter 1) Lyrics THERE IS ONE mirror in my house. It is behind a sliding panel in the hallway upstairs. Our faction allows me to stand in front of it on the second day of every third...
Veronica Roth – Divergent (Chapter 1) | Genius
This is the Chapter 5 summary. While reading Chapter 5 of Divergent it's hard not to hold your breath or read as fast as possible because there is a lot of suspense. This is the chapter where author Veronica Roth reveals which faction Beatrice Prior chooses.
Divergent Chapter 5 - Chapter Summary - Book and Movie News
Divergent (Chapter 5) Lyrics The bus we take to get to the Choosing Ceremony is full of people in gray shirts and gray slacks. A pale ring of sunlight burns into the clouds like the end of a lit...
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